Pocket Operators

PO-24 office
Noise percussion drum machine and
sequencer, with parameter locks, solo
functionality and punch-in effects. sampled
vintage hardware and real synthesiser
engines. Solo control. 128 pattern chaining.
16 sounds. 16 punch-in effects. Step
multiplier

PO-32 Tonic
Drum synthesizer and sequencer with
parameter locks, punch-in effects and
unlimited sounds with microtonic vst through
data transfer. PO-32 is the first pocket
operator which allows unlimited sounds. In
addition to the 16 preset sounds, you can use
sonic charge microtonic vst to craft your own
unique sounds and transfer them wirelessly
to PO-32 with the built-in microphone, or
alternatively by using a cable.

PO-24 office
PO-32 Tonic

TEE0035

RRP: £70.83

Micro sampler with 40 second sample
memory and built-in recording microphone.
With PO-33, sample any sound source using
line in or the built in microphone. melodic
mode lets you play chromatic melodies and
drum mode lets you play drums. sequence it
all and add effects on top.

TEE0039

RRP: £70.83

Vocal synthesizer and sequencer with built-in
microphone for 8 different voice character
sampling. On PO-35 use the built in
microphone to instantly record your own
voice, and completely change its character.
play with it, sequence it and add effects and
drums on top.

TEE0003

RRP: £45.83

TEE0002

RRP: £40.83

PO-16 factory

PO-16 factory
TEE0040

RRP: £70.83

PO-14 sub
PO-14 sub. Deep bass line synthesiser with
sequencer, parameter locks, play styles and
punch-in effects. Multiple real synthesiser
engines. 15 sounds + micro drum. 16
punch-in effects. 16 punch-in bass oriented
play styles. 16 pattern chaining.

PO-28 Robot
Live synthesiser and sequencer, with
parameter locks, glide control and punch-in
effects. Real 8-bit synthesiser engines for
making live and sequenced melodies and
leads. 15 sounds + micro drum. Live play +
sequencer combo. 128 pattern chaining. Step
multiplier

PO-14
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RRP: £45.83

PO-16 factory. Lead synthesiser for keys
melodies. sequencer with parameter locks,
play styles and punch-in effects. Multiple real
synthesiser engines. 15 sounds + micro
drum. 16 punch-in effects. 16 punch-in
arpeggio and chord play styles. 16 pattern
chaining

PO-35 Speak

PO-28 Robot

TEE0004

PO-20 arcade

PO-20 arcade

PO-35 Speak

RRP: £40.83

Arcade synthesiser and sequencer, with
parameter locks, chord control and punch-in
effects.. Rapid beat making and chip-tune
improvisation. Synthesised arcade sounds.
128 chord chaining. 128 pattern chaining. 16
sounds. 16 punch-in effects. Step multiplier

PO-33 K.O!

PO-33 K.O!

TEE0005

TEE0006

RRP: £45.83
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PO-12 rhythm

CA20 pro case

16 sound drum machine and sequencer,
perfect for making beats. Parameter locks
and punch-in effects. Real synthesised drum
sounds and sampled drum sounds. 16
punch-in effects. 16 pattern chaining. Step
multiplier.

Silicone pro case for PO-20 arcade pocket
operator. Featuring anti-slip feet, neck strap,
battery protection and pro feel buttons.

CA20 pro case
PO-12 rhythm

TEE0001

RRP: £45.83

TEE0010

RRP: £20.83

TEE0011

RRP: £20.83

TEE0012

RRP: £20.83

TEE0036

RRP: £29.17

TEE0013

RRP: £12.50

CA24 pro case
Silicone pro case for PO-24 office pocket
operator. Featuring anti-slip feet, neck strap,
battery protection and pro feel buttons.

Cases
CA12 Pro Case
Silicone pro case for PO-12 pocket operator.
Featuring anti-slip feet, neck strap, battery
protection and pro feel buttons.

CA24 pro case

CA28 pro case

CA12 pro case

TEE0007

RRP: £20.83

Silicone pro case for PO-28 pocket operator.
Featuring anti-slip feet, neck strap, battery
protection and pro feel buttons.

CA14 pro case
Silicone pro case for PO-14 sub pocket
operator. Featuring anti-slip feet, neck strap,
battery protection and pro feel buttons.

CA28 pro case

CA-ALL
Universal Silicone case for Pocket Operators
CA14 pro case

TEE0008

RRP: £20.83

CA16 pro case
Silicone pro case for PO-16 pocket operator.
Featuring anti-slip feet, neck strap, battery
protection and pro feel buttons.

CA-ALL

Accessories
CA16 pro case

TEE0009

RRP: £20.83

MC3 sync cables
Custom Pocket Operator sync cable for
syncing Pocket Operator units. Pack of 3.

MC3 sync cables
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PO display protection

OP-Z Audio Cable

Display protection for Teenage Engineering
pocket operators. Pack of 3
Image Not Available

PO display protection

TEE0014

RRP: £8.33

OP-Z

OP-Z Audio Cable

TEE0050

RRP: £20.83

OP-Z Audio Cable

TEE0051

RRP: £20.83

OP-Z Audio Cable

TEE0052

RRP: £13.33

OP-Z Sync Cable Kit

OP-Z
OP–Z the new multimedia synthesizer and
sequencer is finally arriving.OP–Z it’s the first
stand-alone 16 track sequencer that allows
synchronised live composition of music,
visuals, lights. The OP-Z is one of a
kind.Born to be portable, just at 212.5 mm
width, 57.5 mm height and 10 mm thin, it
weighs in at just 850g. With the absence of a
screen, we introduce the concept of ’bring
your own display’ - use your iphone, ipad or
computer, because the OP-Z is built for
people on the move th...
OP-Z

Image Not Available

OP-Z Sync Cable Kit

TEE0055

RRP: £29.17

OP-1
TEE0042

RRP: £440.83

OP-1

OP-1 is the all-in-one portable synthesizer, sampler and controller. with additional
features like a built-in FM radio and an assignable G-force sensor for motion
controlled effects, there is quite nothing like it.

Accessories
OP-Z PVC Roll Up Case

OP-Z PVC Roll Up Case

TEE0045

RRP: £13.33

OP-Z PVC Roll Up Case

TEE0046

RRP: £13.33

OP-Z Leather Sleeve

OP-1

TEE0015

RRP: £749.17

TEE0019

RRP: £12.50

TEE0020

RRP: £12.50

Accessories
crank
crank accessory to use the OP-1 Synth's
knobs more easily and with more speed
opening up new ways to experiment. Pack
includes one crank and different colour
plastic tops (orange, white, green, blue)

OP-Z Leather Sleeve

TEE0047

RRP: £91.67

OP-Z Leather Sleeve

TEE0048

RRP: £91.67

OP-Z USB Cable

Crank

bender
Bender mounts on the orange knob and
comes with a rubber band that is attached
around the blue knob for elasticity. By
selecting the bender in the LFO browser, you
may bend any parameter you like. Everything
from pitch to filter or synthesiser parameters.
bender

OP-Z USB Cable

TEE0053

RRP: £20.83

OP-Z USB Cable

TEE0054

RRP: £20.83
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fm antenna

USB cable

3.5 mm plug-in radio antenna for better
signal reception when indoor or in remote
areas

fm antenna

Teenage engineering custom OP-1 pro USB
cable. For charging and file transfer.

TEE0024

RRP: £16.67

brick shaft
brick shafts are LEGO® compatible shafts
that you put on any of the knobs. Available in
4 colours

USB cable

TEE0026

RRP: £20.83

TEE0018

RRP: £40.83

TEE0017

RRP: £16.67

OD-11 White

TEE0027

RRP: £582.50

OD-11 Black

TEE0028

RRP: £582.50

strap loop

OD-11 Red

TEE0029

RRP: £582.50

Strap loops for back of OP-1. Use with
shoulder strap.

OD-11 Walnut

TEE0030

RRP: £665.83

OD-11 Yellow (Limited Edition)

TEE0043

RRP: £665.83

TEE0031

RRP: £65.83

strap kit
Strap kit for OP-1 case. Includes shoulder
strap + two strap loops.
brick shaft

TEE0021

RRP: £12.50

OP-1 knobs
Replacement knobs for OP-1 used on the
d-shaft encoders.

strap kit
OP-1 knobs

TEE0025

RRP: £16.67

accessories wallet
Small polyester bag made for OP-1 soft case.
Unit 13 by unit portables. 85 x 85 mm.
Available in black.

OP-1 soft case
Protective padded polyester case for OP-1.
Made by Unit Portables. Includes a cable
wallet.

accessories wallet

OD-11
soft case

TEE0016

RRP: £49.17

The OD-11 is a carefully re-engineered
version of the legendary ortho directional
loud-speaker by Stig Carlsson from 1974.
now with a built-in computer, 100 watt
amplifier and the latest wifi technology. It's
upgraded to play all your music, from any
device, in wireless stereo. The unmistakably
warm and relaxed Carlsson sound has
returned.

display protection
Clear film display protection sheet made for
OP-1.

display protection

OD-11

TEE0023

RRP: £8.33

Orthoremote
Ortho remote is the wireless remote control
designed for OD-11. With Ortho remote you
adjust the volume, skip track and pause your
music from any room, at up to 20 meters
distance.
strap loop

TEE0022

RRP: £12.50

Orthoremote
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